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Minimizing energy and materials costs for driving the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is paramount for the commercialization of water electrolysis cells and rechargeable metal-air batteries. Using density functional theory calculations, we analyze the structural stability, catalytic activity and electronic conductivity of pure and doped αMnO₂ for the OER. As a model surface, we investigate the (110) and (100) facets, on which we identify three possible active sites: a coordination unsaturated, bridge and bulk site. We evaluate the performance of pure and Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Mg, Al, Ga, In, Sc, Ru, Rh, Ir, Pd, Pt, Ti, Zr, Nb and Sn doped αMnO₂. At each site and for each dopant, we impose the preferred valence by adding/subtracting electron donors (hydrogens) and electron acceptors (hydroxyls). From a subset of stable dopants, we identify Pd doped αMnO₂ as the only catalyst that can outperform pristine αMnO₂. We also discuss approaches to increase the electron conductivity as pure αMnO₂ is a narrow band-gap material.
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1. Introduction

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is the main bottleneck in direct solar and electrocatalytic water splitting cells, and rechargeable aqueous metal-air batteries. Improving the cost-efficiency of these devices requires development of efficient, stable and cheap oxygen evolving catalysts. OER proceeds through four electron/proton transfer steps, where at least 30% of the supplied energy is dissipated as heat because the reaction needs to run above the reversible potential for oxygen evolution.[1,2] Furthermore, in acid, this minimum loss is achieved through use of active and stable,
but at the same time very costly platinum group metal catalysts.[3–7] The alkaline environment is more appealing because it permits the use of cheaper first-row transition metal (TM) oxides.[8–14]

In the following, we present a brief overview of the current status and understanding of the reaction electrochemistry on MnO$_2$ and its derivatives. The use of Mn compounds as OER electrocatalysts is inspired by nature, where the active center for photosynthesis (read oxygen evolution) in chloroform is the protein complex called photosystem (PS) II. PS II consists of Mn$_4$O$_4$Ca cubane-like moieties enclosed by large protein chains.[15] The underlying idea for studying Mn compounds is to make an inorganic analogue to PS II, but with a higher concentration of active sites to drive the OER at a macroscopic rate. The choice of Mn is further supported by its non-toxicity, abundance, rich and versatile redox chemistry and the ability to form mixed oxides with different Mn valences.[16] The usual Mn valence in sediments and rocks ranges from +2 to +4, including their mixtures.[16] In neutral and alkali solutions, Mn undergoes a change from Mn$^{2+}$ in Mn$_3$O$_4$, over Mn$^{3+}$ in Mn$_2$O$_3$, to Mn$^{4+}$ in MnO$_2$ in the potential range from 0 to approximately 1.0 V vs. the Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE), which is the electrode scale used in this work for referencing potentials.[17] At potentials above 1.2 V vs RHE, MnO$_2$ starts to dissolve.[18] There are dozens of MnO$_2$ polymorphs (α, β, γ, δ, λ, ε etc.) with similar heats of formation that crystallize in different crystal structures.[19,20] The most prominent are: αMnO$_2$ (cryptomelane) with an orthorhombic unit cell, tetragonal β-MnO$_2$ (pyrolusite) with a rutile structure and layered δ-MnO$_2$ (birnessite), which is very similar in structure to a family of Co and Ni layered double hydroxides.[21,22] Among the different polymorphs, αMnO$_2$ is ostensibly the most active for the OER.[23–25] Furthermore, as it is also catalytically active for the reverse oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),[14,23,25–31] it is regarded as one of the most promising bi-functional catalysts for use in secondary metal-air batteries and reversible alkaline fuel(electrolyser) cells. What distinguishes αMnO$_2$ from the other MnO$_2$ polymorphs are the large voids (2x2 tunnels) enclosed by edge- and corner-shared MnO$_6$ octahedra.[16] The tunnels extend throughout the material, exposing the entire surface area to the electrolyte. The large surface area and the open structure also makes αMnO$_2$ a potentially interesting material for pseudo-capacitors[32,33] and intercalation electrodes in metal-air batteries.[34,35]

On the basis of the current understanding, Mn$^{3+}$ is critical for enhancing the OER[36–39] and ORR[29] activities. The mixed valences at the surface provide near-optimal binding energies for different reaction intermediates (·OH, ·O and ·OOH); thereby reducing the reaction overpotential.
For a more detailed discussion about the catalytic role of Mn\(^{3+}\), we refer to a recent review article.\(^{[29]}\) The mixed Mn valences can be introduced \textit{via} oxygen vacancies,\(^{[40,41]}\) controlled doping\(^{[41,42]}\), addition of an electronegative material,\(^{[43,44]}\) or by intercalation of electrolyte ions inside the αMnO\(_2\) tunnels.\(^{[45–47]}\) Oxygen vacancies are introduced during synthesis under reducing conditions; however, it is highly unlikely that the vacancies can withstand highly oxidizing OER conditions during long term operation.\(^{[48]}\)

The work is organized in the following way. First, we compute bulk properties (magnetic structure and lattice constants) and make the (110) and (100) slabs. We tune the valence of Mn and dopant ions at different sites by adding hydroxyl groups and/or adding/removing hydrogen atoms. Subsequently, we investigate possible reaction mechanisms and identify those with minimum reaction overpotentials on pure αMnO\(_2\). We perform stability analysis for the doped catalysts and calculate reaction overpotentials for sites that featured lowest overpotential on pure αMnO\(_2\). Finally, we discuss how the bulk electronic conductivity can be improved.

2. Theory

For total energy calculations we used the planewave Vienna ab initio Simulation Package\(^{[49]}\) (VASP) code (version 5.3.2) with the projector augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the PBE\(^{[50]}\) exchange-correlation functional. For the energy calculations, we choose default pseudopotentials, except for Sr, Ba, Zr and Nb, where we use Sr\(_{sv}\), Ba\(_{sv}\), Zr\(_{sv}\) and Nb\(_{sv}\) in which the 2s and 4s electrons are not ‘frozen’ in the core, but treated as valence electrons. For calculating density of states (DOS), we used the Mn\(_{sv}\) pseudopotential, which provides a sharper electron energy distribution. We set the energy cutoff to 500 eV, which is 100 eV higher than the most demanding O PAW pseudopotential, among the considered elements. We represent the bulk αMnO\(_2\) as an 8 formula unit ring repeated twice along the length of the channels. αMnO\(_2\) is modelled as an antiferromagnetic crystal, in which face- and corner-shared Mn ions have the same and opposite magnetic moments, respectively. The (110) slab is modeled without protruding Mn ions and consist of 3 layers, where the bottom layer is kept fixed to represent the bulk crystal. The (100) slab is modeled as a 4 layer slab, with two bottom layers fixed. We add ~14 Å of vacuum to decouple the electrostatic interactions between neighboring slabs. We used the 2x2x8 Monkhorst Pack k-point grid for the bulk, 2x4x1 for the (100) and 3x4x1 for the (110) surface calculations. All calculations are performed as spin-polarized. We apply the on-site Hubbard U correction to the metal d orbitals. We use U\(_{eff}\), defined as a difference between screened Coulomb and exchange
parameter, $U_{\text{eff}} = U - J$.\textsuperscript{[51]} For Mn we set the $U$ value to 2.85 eV, which is in between the $U$ values for Mn$^{2+}$ oxidation to Mn$^{3+}$ (3.10 eV) and Mn$^{3+}$ to Mn$^{4+}$ (2.60 eV). We take the average value as we expect in a full thermodynamic evolution cycle to have ions in the +2, +3 and +4 oxidation state. As the $U$ values are quite similar, we do not expect the choice of $U$ to have significant influence on the reaction energetics. We relax the structures until the forces are below 0.05 eV/Å.

\[
\text{MnO(s)} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2(\text{g}) \rightarrow \text{MnO}_2(\text{s}) \quad \text{Eq. (1)}
\]

\[
\alpha\text{Mn}_2\text{O}_3(\text{s}) + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2(\text{g}) \rightarrow \text{MnO}_2(\text{s}) \quad \text{Eq. (2)}
\]

Formation energies of doped αMnO$_2$ are computed against the most stable individual host and dopant oxides at 1.7 V vs. RHE, unless otherwise stated. In the case of TM dopants, we choose oxide references such that the TM valence in the oxide is the same as in doped αMnO$_2$. Cr$_2$O$_3$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, CoO$_2$, NiO$_2$, CuO, ZnO, CdO, MgO, Al$_2$O$_3$, Ga$_2$O$_3$, In$_2$O$_3$, Sc$_2$O$_3$, RuO$_2$, RhO$_2$, IrO$_2$, PdO$_2$, PtO$_2$, TiO$_2$, ZrO$_2$, Nb$_2$O$_5$ and SnO$_2$ are used as references for the respective oxides. It is noteworthy that ZnO, CdO, Al$_2$O$_3$, Ga$_2$O$_3$, In$_2$O$_3$, RuO$_2$, IrO$_2$ and SnO$_2$ are amphoteric oxides, which might limit the use of respective metals in highly alkaline environments. Different sites have different local geometries depending on the preferred oxidation state of the dopant atom. In the case of Cr and Fe, Cr$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_2$O$_3$ are taken as references because these are the most stable oxides, albeit at OER conditions, both Cr and Fe are stable as dissolved FeO$_4^{2-}$ and CrO$_4^{2-}$ ions. The expression for calculating the heats of formation depends on the dopant valence and the active site. At coordination unsaturated sites (cus) on the (110) surface, formation energies for di- (M = Mg, Cu, Zn and Cd), tri- (M = Cr, Fe, Al, Ga, In and Sc), teta- (M = Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Ir, Pd, Pt, Ti, Zr and Sn) and pentavalent (M = Nb) dopants are calculated through Eqs. (3) – (6).

divalent: $\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+1}\text{H}_4) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - E(\text{MO})$ \quad Eq. (3)

trivalent: $\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+1}\text{H}_3) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - \frac{1}{2}E(\text{M}_2\text{O}_3) + \frac{1}{2}E'(\text{H}_2\text{O})$ \quad Eq. (4)

tetravalent: $\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - E(\text{MO}_2)$ \quad Eq. (5)

centric: $\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_3) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - \frac{1}{2}E(\text{M}_2\text{O}_3) + \frac{1}{2}E'(\text{H}_2\text{O})$, \quad Eq. (6)
where the number of oxygens beyond stoichiometric $2x$ and hydrogens beyond 0 come from addition/subtraction of hydroxyl and hydrogen atoms (vide supra), e.g. $\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4$ is the stoichiometry of the $\text{MnO}_2$ (110) slab in equilibrium with the environment at OER conditions. $E'(\text{H}_2\text{O}) = E(\text{H}_2\text{O}) - T\Delta S(\text{H}_2\text{O})$, in which $E(\text{H}_2\text{O})$ and $T\Delta S(\text{H}_2\text{O})$ are the computed electronic energy and entropy of a water molecule, respectively. We make several standard assumptions in eqs. (3-10). We assume that zero-point energies do not change for the same element in different compounds. We take 0 entropy for solids and 0.67 eV$^{[1]}$ for water.

The corresponding equations at the bridge (110) site are:

$$\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_6) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - E(\text{MO}) - E'(\text{H}_2\text{O}) \quad \text{Eq. (7)}$$

$$\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_5) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - \frac{1}{2}E(\text{M}_2\text{O}_3) - \frac{1}{2}E'(\text{H}_2\text{O}) \quad \text{Eq. (8)}$$

$$\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - E(\text{MO}_2) \quad \text{Eq. (9)}$$

$$\Delta G_d = E(\text{Mn}_{x-1}\text{M}_1\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_3) - E(\text{Mn}_x\text{O}_{2x+2}\text{H}_4) + E(\text{MnO}_2) - \frac{1}{2}E(\text{M}_2\text{O}_5) + \frac{1}{2}E'(\text{H}_2\text{O}). \quad \text{Eq. (10)}$$

Imposing the same dopant ion valence in the reference oxide and $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ warrants a relatively small dependence of formation energies on the U-values. For Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Pt metals, we used $U = 5, 5, 4, 3.2, 5$ and 1 eV, respectively from a previous study.$^{[22]}$

3. Results and discussion

We use the structural stability, catalytic activity and electronic conductivity as selection criteria to pinpoint the best doped electrocatalysts. Such a systematic approach assumes that all fundamental requirements of a good electrocatalyst are taken into account.

3.1. Pristine

3.1.1. Stability

As model surfaces, we select the low index (110) and (100) terminations, $^{[25,35]}$ wherein we remove protruding Mn atoms at the (110) slab to obtain two different surface sites, a cus and a bridge site. The same sites appear if the crystal is cleaved along the (100) plan and are also present on close-packed terminations of other $\text{MnO}_2$ polymorphs.$^{[52]}$ In addition to the cus and bridge site, there is
also a bulk site. Here, we use the ‘bulk’ label to denote all subsurface sites. In reality, the bulk sites are also accessible to reactants through large 2x2 tunnels that permeate the structure.

**Figure 1** a) Illustration of the bulk αMnO$_2$ showing three different doping sites. Dashed lines indicate the (110) and (100) cleavage planes. Opaque atoms form the bulk and the (100) surface unit cell, whereby orange atoms make the simulated (110) slab.

Prior to computing formation energies, it is important to adjust the surface to account for desired valence of Mn ions, which at OER conditions is 4.$^{[53]}$ On a pure MnO$_2$ surface, the nominal valence at each site can be calculated by counting the average number of electrons withdrawn by Mn ions from its ligands using the

\[
 valence = \sum_j^{CN} \frac{\sum_i^n e^{-i}}{CN_j},
\]

formula, where CN stands for the coordination number, i.e. the number of Mn ions to which a ligand ion is bound. The n sum is over ligands with the same CN and the k sum is over ligands with different CN. We illustrate the use of Eq. (11) by several examples.
Figure 2 Top views of the (110) and (110) surfaces as cleaved (a & b) and after adjusting the surface Mn ion valence (c & d). The relative amount of charge supplied by adding electron acceptors (hydroxyls) and electron donors (hydrogens) to surface Mn ions are denoted by negative and positive values, respectively. Surface unit cells are denoted by black dashed lines.

For the bulk site, each atom is octahedrally coordinated to 6 oxygen ligands. This yields in total $2^*6 = 12$ electrons distributed over three neighboring Mn sites (CN = 3). Eq. (11) gives an average number of $2^*6/3 = 4$ electrons withdrawn from each Mn atom, yielding a nominal oxidation state of +4. At the cus and bridge site, the situation is more complicated. At cus sites, there are 5 oxygen ligands per Mn atom, where each oxygen is shared among three Mn atoms (CN = 3), giving the average $5^*2/3 = 3.33$ valence. On the bridge site, there are four oxygen ligands coordinated to 3 Mn atoms (CN = 3) and two oxygen ligands coordinated to two Mn atoms (CN = 2). Thus the average
valence is $4 \times \frac{2}{3} + 2 \times \frac{2}{2} = 4.67$. To approach the nominal 4 valence at cus site, a hydrogen atom is added to an oxygen ligand coordinated to cus Mn and an OH on-top of the cus site (cf. Figure 2c). The oxygen ligand is shared among two cus and one bridge Mn ion such that each ion gets a 0.33 e\textsuperscript{-} portion of charge as a result of hydrogenation. The addition of hydrogen and OH changes the valence of Mn cus site to $(5 \times 2 - 1)/3 + 1 = 4$ according to Eq. (11). Similarly, at the bridge site, we add a hydrogen atom on a bridging oxygen ligand, such that each site receives half of an electron and changes the valence to 4.17 (cf. Figure 2d). There are two inequivalent bridge sites with nominal valences of 4.17 and 3.83 because the one Mn bridge ion receives the $\frac{1}{3}e^-$ charge from the cus site. Overall, we have added 2OH and 2H species in the simulated cell to adjust the surface Mn ion valence. This is identical to dissociating 2 water molecules on the surface. To test whether this is the most stable Mn surface, we have calculated the differential binding free energy for dissociating two water molecules (see Note 1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information, ESI). For the dissociation of the first and second water molecule we obtained values of -0.32 eV and 0.04 eV, respectively. The dissociation of the second water molecule is slightly energetically unfavorable but we expect the OH moiety to become more stable by taking the stabilizing effect of water and van der Waals interactions into account, which are not included in the simulations.\textsuperscript{[54,55]} We use Eq. (11) and the same rationale to find the equilibrium structure at the (100) termination (cf. Figure 2b & d). In brief, we add hydroxyls on-top of cus sites, a hydrogen atom to an oxygen ligand at the bridge site and a hydrogen to a 3-fold coordinated oxygen between the bridge and cus Mn ion. Similarly as in the case of the (110) termination, the valence at Mn cus site is exactly 4, whereas there are two inequivalent bridging Mn ions, with average valences of 3.83 and 4.17, respectively.

3.1.2. Activity

3.1.3. Pristine $\alpha$MnO$_2$

There are multiple reaction pathways for evolving oxygen, which can be classified according to the surface termination, active site and reaction mechanism (cf. Figure 3). The reaction can take place either at a single site or can involve two adjacent surface sites.
Figure 3 Different sites for oxygen evolution at the a) (110) and b) (100) αMnO₂ surface. The reaction can involve a single site or two adjacent sites. Oxygen ligands are colored according to their coordination; 3-fold (yellow), 2-fold (orange) and 1-fold (pink). A, B, C and D dashed lines indicate associative pathways for oxygen moieties on the (110) surface.

We assess OER activities by calculating reaction overpotentials and thermochemical barriers for O₂ desorption using adsorption free energies of reaction intermediates in their preferred binding configuration. This is an approximative, commonly employed method for comparing activities of different catalysts. Under real operating conditions at which OER runs, the system is out of equilibrium and the reaction rate is controlled by the reaction kinetics. Making an exhaustive kinetic study requires calculating all possible binding configurations and coverages of different intermediates as well as barriers for proton transfer and O₂ bond formation. However in many cases the full kinetic model can be simplified by a much simpler thermodynamic model because the potential determining step (PDS) is commonly controlling the reaction rate.

We start the analysis by examining single 1-6 sites on the modified (110) surface. At site 1, the reaction starts by dehydrogenation of the hydroxyl surface moiety (Step 1). In the second step the surface *O is hydroxylated to *OOH, followed by the third step in which *OOH is deprotonated to *O₂, which then leaves the surface through a potential independent step (Step 4), leaving a surface oxygen vacancy behind. Step 5 closes the thermodynamic cycle and restores the initial surface.

1 Asterisk denotes an adsorbed intermediate or if it stands alone an empty surface site.
The chemical step (Step 4) is often disregarded under the assumption that *O₂ is in equilibrium with O₂(g). Step 4 will become rate limiting if the O₂ desorption barrier is prohibitive.

The same proposed electrochemical cycle holds for sites 2, 5 and 6, albeit the order of steps might not necessarily be the same. For instance, if the reaction starts on an oxygen ligand (e.g. site 2), the first step in the thermochemical cycle is Step (2) and the last Step (1). It should be noted that the sequence of steps has no effect on the computed activity parameters.

As examples of oxygen evolution pathways involving a chemical coupling step, henceforth referred to as dual-site pathways, we take the reaction on sites 1-2 and 3-4. The dual site pathway is only relevant if it circumvents the PDS at single-sites with a step that is lower in free energy. On sites 1 and 2, the PDS is Step 2, (see Note 2 in ESI), which can be by-passed if oxygen atoms at site 1 and 2 combine to make O₂ (path A in Figure 3). A second dual-site pathway that involves sites 3-4 will become feasible if it by-passes the PDS on site 3, i.e. Step (1). This will happen only if two *OH intermediates at sites 3 and 4 couple directly to form hydrogen peroxide intermediate, *OHOH (path C). If water oxidation proceeds directly to O₂, the overall reaction writes as:

\[ 2^*\text{OH} \rightarrow ^*\text{OHOH} + ^* \] (Step 6)

\[ ^*\text{OHOH} + \text{OH}^- \text{(aq)} + ^* \rightarrow ^*\text{OOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + ^* + e^- \] (Step 7)

\[ ^* + ^*\text{OOH} + \text{OH}^- \text{(aq)} \rightarrow ^* + ^*\text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + e^- \] (Step 8)

\[ ^*\text{O}_2 + ^* \rightarrow 2^* + \text{O}_2\text{(g)} \] (Step 4)

\[ 2^* + \text{OH}^- \text{(aq)} \rightarrow ^*\text{OH} + ^* + e^- \] (Step 9)

\[ ^*\text{OH} + ^* + \text{OH}^- \text{(aq)} \rightarrow 2^*\text{OH} + e^- \] (Step 10)
If the potential is above the potential for peroxide evolution, 1.77 V, water can also partially oxidize to HOOH. In that case, the reaction proceeds through

\[ 2\cdot \text{OH} \rightarrow ^*\text{OHOH} + ^* \quad \text{(Step 6)} \]

\[ ^*\text{OHOH} + ^* \rightarrow \text{OHOH} \text{(aq)} + 2^* \quad \text{(Step 11)} \]

followed by Step 9 and 10. It should be noted that the peroxide evolution reaction (PER) can only happen under the condition: \[ \eta_{\text{PER}} + 0.44 \text{ V} < \eta_{\text{OER}} \], where \( \eta \) is the reaction overpotential and 0.44 V is the difference in reversible potentials for the OER (1.23 V) and PER (1.77 V). If the above condition is not satisfied, the complete water oxidation prevails over the partial oxidation irrespective of potential. There are other dual-site pathways that involve association of OH from a cus site and a nearby oxygen ligand (path B) or association of 2 and 3-fold oxygen ligands at the bridge site (path D). Illustrations of the final states in the different associative paths are shown in Note 3 in the ESI.

From the high energy differences between the initial and final states for the A, B, C and D pathways, we conclude that coupling reactions never take place on \( \alpha \text{MnO}_2 \). This suggests that OER takes place at single sites only with no peroxide evolution. In contrast, the reverse peroxide decomposition reaction should be very facile below its reversible potential of 0.7 V, which was in fact observed in many electrochemical measurements on MnO2 catalysts.\(^{[60–62]}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta G )</td>
<td>1.53 eV</td>
<td>1.37 eV</td>
<td>2.47 eV</td>
<td>1.72 eV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, we associate the electrochemical step with the highest free energy, \( \eta = \text{max}(\Delta G_1, \Delta G_2, \Delta G_3 \) and \( \Delta G_5) \) as the reaction overpotential, where \( \Delta G_s \) are calculated using the CHE as described in ref. \(^{[56]}\). We do not consider configurational entropy contribution to the free energy, because we expect it to be small, since the doping levels and the number of possible configurations on 2D active sites are much smaller than on 3D active sites at metal surfaces. In addition to reaction overpotential, we also calculate the thermochemical free energy barrier for \( \text{O}_2 \) desorption, defined as the difference between the free energy levels of \( \text{O}_2 \) in the gas phase and \( \text{O}_2 \) adsorbed on the surface: \( \Delta G_b(\text{O}_2) = \Delta G(\text{O}_2(g)) - \Delta G(\text{O}_2)^. \) As aforementioned, desorption of \( \text{O}_2 \) can become reaction bottleneck in the case \( \Delta G_b(\text{O}_2) \) is large. The PDS for sites 1, 2 and 3 is Step (1) and for
sites 0, 4, 5 and 6 Step (2). Illustrations of oxygen evolution cycles for sites 1 and 3 showing reaction intermediates along the cycles are presented in Figure 4. It is interesting to note changes in magnetic moments of Mn ions along the reaction path as they can shed more light on the oxidation states of Mn and nature of different intermediates during a reaction cycle. At both sites, the PDS comes from oxidation of $^1$OH to $^1$O, i.e. Step 1. The oxidation of OH should be followed by a concomitant charge transfer from Mn to adsorbed O$. As Mn is already in its stable +4 oxidation state, it will reluctantly release another electron. This results in a partial charge transfer between the Mn and the oxygen adsorbate, which makes $\text{Mn}^{4.5+}$ ($\mu_{\text{Mn}} = 2.60 \mu_{\text{B}}$) and a partial hole on $^1$O ($\mu_{\text{O}} = 0.35 \mu_{\text{B}}$). Also during step 4, the peroxo $^1$OOH converts to an adsorbed superoxo $^1$O$_2^-$, evidenced by shortening of the bond length from 1.43 Å to 1.26 Å. We perform the same analysis on the (100) termination, wherein we identify 4 different sites for oxygen evolution (cf. Figure 3b). The reaction overpotentials and desorption barriers at single sites on both terminations are listed in Table 2, while the free energy values of the different electrochemical steps are given in Note 2 in the ESI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{OER}}$ [V]</th>
<th>$\Delta G_b(O_2)$ [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that sites 1 and 3 on the (110) termination are the most active sites for oxygen evolution both in terms of $\eta_{\text{OER}}$ and $\Delta G_b(O_2)$. Furthermore, these sites are far more active than any of the sites on the (100) termination, which leads to the conclusion that the (110) facet is generally more active than the (100) facet. Sites 1 and 3 are henceforth referred to as ‘cus’ and ‘bridge’ sites.
Figure 4 Illustrations of different electro(chemical) steps in a single oxygen evolution cycle at a) cus and b) bridge site on the (110) termination. Steps 1, 2, 3 and 5 are electrochemical steps (filled arrows), whereas step 4 is a chemical step (empty arrows). Oxygen atoms in reaction intermediates are highlighted in yellow.
3.2. Doped

We explore the possibility of enhancing the catalytic performance by means of doping. We limit the analysis on the more active and close-packed (110) termination.

3.2.1. Stability

First, we adjust the dopant ion valence in αMnO₂. We do this in a slightly different manner than for Mn. To recall, for pure Mn we assumed that additional charge is equally distributed over Mn ions that share the same ligand on which the charge was introduced. In the case of dopant atoms, we assume the opposite, namely, that charge is donated/withdrawn from the dopant site only. Consequently, the number of added/removed hydrogen atoms compared to the pure Mn surface is equal to \( V_d - 4 \), where \( V_d \) is the dopant ion valence. Illustrations of the cus and bridge sites on the example of di-(Mg), tri-(Al), tetra-(Pd) and pentavalent (Nb) dopants are shown in Figure 5. For Mg and Al, the representative cases of di- and trivalent dopants, we have also investigated whether a second water molecule can dissociate on the surface, in which case OH would sit on-top of a dopant atom (see Note 1 in ESI). However, the free energy difference for water dissociation is found to be endergonic by 1.10 and 0.44 eV, respectively.

Figure 5 Illustrations of the cus (top) and bridge (bottom) sites on the modified (110) termination for a+e) Mg b+f) Al, c+g) Pd and d+h) Nb doped αMnO₂. Mg, Al, Pd, Nb, Mn, O and H are represented by green, grey, dark blue, turquoise, purple, red and white balls.
Once we calculated the relevant surface terminations, we computed heats of formation for 21 different metal dopants (Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Mg, Al, Ga, In, Sc, Ru, Rh, Ir, Pd, Pt, Ti, Zr, Nb and Sn) in \( \alpha \text{MnO}_2 \) compared in Figure 6. We employ a tolerance value of +0.3 eV for the stability, thereby assuming that every catalyst whose formation energy is below +0.3 eV is considered stable. This is an arbitrary value which takes inherent errors in the DFT method and the slab model into account. As seen, the bulk site is energetically the least favorable site for Mn substitution. There are in total three dopants (Co, Al and Pd) that favor substitution of Mn at the bulk site, nine (Co, Ni, Mg, Al, Ga, Ru, Pd, Ti and Nb) prefer the cus and twelve (Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Al, Ga, Sc, Ru, Pd, Pt, Ti and Nb) the bridge site. For the stable subset of catalysts (24), we compute the reaction overpotentials for the OER, together with the free energy barriers for removing \( \text{O}_2 \) from the surface.

Figure 6 Heats of formation of doped \( \alpha \text{MnO}_2 \) catalysts at three different sites. Dashed line at 0.3 eV denotes the stability threshold under which all catalysts are considered potentially stable.

3.2.2. Activity

We perform the same analysis on the stable, doped catalysts, where we limit the investigation to the two best sites found on pure (110) \( \alpha \text{MnO}_2 \). The corresponding \( \eta \) and \( \Delta G(\text{O}_2(\text{g})) - \Delta G(\text{'O}_2) \) are
shown in Figure 7. In the case of first-row TM dopants there are two inequivalent cus sites for evolving oxygen, the Mn and the dopant cus site (cf. Figure 5c). For all the other dopants, the reaction can only take place at the Mn site, because metals other than first-row TM cannot easily assume a different oxidation state to accommodate various reaction intermediates. In such systems the difference in $\eta_{OER}$ comes from changes in the binding energies caused by a nearest neighbor foreign ion. Furthermore, we find that in the presence of 2-fold or 3-fold oxygen vacancies the reduction happens first on the TM dopant ion, which leads to the conclusion that the reduction potentials of $\text{Cr}^{4+}$, $\text{Fe}^{4+}$, $\text{Co}^{4+}$ and $\text{Ni}^{4+}$ in $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ are higher than that of $\text{Mn}^{4+}$.

![Figure 7 Activity plot showing how reaction overpotential (y-axis) and thermodynamic barrier for O$_2$ desorption (x-axis) change for different dopants at the cus Mn (red circles), cus dopant (green triangles) and bridge (blue squares) sites. For points under the shaded grey area, the kinetic limiting step will likely be O$_2$ desorption from the surface.](image)

Figure 7 Activity plot showing how reaction overpotential (y-axis) and thermodynamic barrier for O$_2$ desorption (x-axis) change for different dopants at the cus Mn (red circles), cus dopant (green triangles) and bridge (blue squares) sites. For points under the shaded grey area, the kinetic limiting step will likely be O$_2$ desorption from the surface.

An ideal catalyst should feature a low $\eta$ and have a low thermochemical barrier for O$_2$ desorption. For thermochemical barrier that is surmountable under usual operating conditions, we take a value of 0.2 eV. The activation free energy barrier will expectedly be higher than 0.2 eV because O$_2$ cannot gain entropy immediately after leaving the surface, which suggests that there will be an entropic barrier on top of the thermochemical barrier for O$_2$ desorption.$^{[64]}$ The entropy
contribution to the $\text{O}_2(\text{g})$ free energy is quite substantial and amounts to 0.64 eV at standard conditions. We have set a gradient starting at 0.2 V to eliminate all catalysts with high $\text{O}_2$ desorption barriers. We find Pd doped $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ to be the best catalyst and the only material that can outperform pristine $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$. This result agrees very well with recent experimental results, in which a strong interaction of Pd with a MnO$_2$ substrate has been recognized as the origin of enhanced activity for the OER.$^{[44]}$ The strong interaction does not necessarily imply Pd incorporation into $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$, but rather emphasizes the synergistic effect of Pd and $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$. The beneficial effect of Pd on the OER activity can be better understood through changes in the PDS. The PDS for TM dopants that prefer the +3 oxidation state (Co, Ni$^2$ and Fe) is Step 5, in which the dopant ion has to oxidize to +4. On the other hand, for Mn and dopants that do not change its oxidation state, the PDS is Step 1, in which the Mn ion should become +5. As Mn does not prefer to be +5, there is a partial hole on $^*\text{O}$ ($\text{vide infra}$). Oxygen hole can be mitigated by having an electronegative metal next to Mn that can assist Mn oxidation by drawing charge from it. As the oxygen reduction cycle is just opposite to the oxygen reduction cycle, the same oxidation states will likely play a role in the latter reaction as well. This finding might explain why addition of electronegative TM promotes the oxygen reduction rate.$^{[65–67]}$ The free energy values and magnetic moments of Mn and dopant ions in the reaction cycle are given in Note 2 in the ESI.

3.2.3. Electrical conductivity

Finally, we have qualitatively assessed electron conductivities of pure, doped and ion intercalated $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ by examining the occupation of energy levels in the DOS plots. We find that $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ is a bulk semiconductor with a band gap of $\sim$1.0 eV and that only Ru, Rh, Ir and Nb dopants have the ability to promote the electronic conduction. Ru, Rh and Ir have broad bands crossing the Fermi level, similarly as in their native rutile oxides. The conduction mechanism in Nb-doped $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ is of a different origin and stems from charge transfer between Nb and a host Mn ion. As Nb favors the +5 oxidation state, an electron is transferred to a vicinal Mn$^{4+}$, which becomes Mn$^{3+}$. The existence of Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ ion pairs promotes charge transfer along the Mn$^{4+}$ - O - Mn$^{3+}$ chains via polaron hopping. Unfortunately, as neither Ru, Rh, Ir nor Nb are stable in $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$, it will be difficult to improve the bulk conductivity by means of doping. An alternative solution is to intercalate cations from the electrolyte solution inside the 2x2 tunnels. There have been several studies about Li$^+$ and Zn$^{2+}$ ion intercalation into $\alpha\text{MnO}_2$ for use in Li-ion and Zn-air batteries.$^{[34,68–70]}$

$^2$ Co and Ni dopants were modelled in the $\leftrightarrow$ oxidation state.
Intercalation of mono- and divalent cations has the same effect as doping with high valent (>4) elements. Adding Pd and intercalating a cation that does not incorporate into αMnO$_2$ is expected to both reduce the reaction overpotential and improve the electronic conductivity.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8** Density of states (DOS) for a) pure b) Nb-doped, c) 2Li$^+$ and d) Zn$^{2+}$-intercalated αMnO$_2$. Solid lines are the DOS projected onto Mn 3d orbitals and dashed lines are the total DOS ($E_{\text{Fermi}} = 0$ eV). Emergence of a polaron state in b and c is discerned by a small shoulder at the conduction band edge.

We expect the conductivity to increase linearly with the concentration and valence of intercalated ions. In Figure 8, we compare DOS of the pure, Nb doped, Li$^+$ and Zn$^{2+}$ intercalated αMnO$_2$ (see the relaxed structures under Note 3 in ESI). As seen, the pure αMnO$_2$ is a semiconductor. Doping with pentavalent Nb creates small polaron states at the Fermi level. Similar results are obtained for Li$^+$ intercalated αMnO$_2$; the only difference is that the polaron state has merged with the conduction band edge, effectively turning the crystal into an n-doped semiconductor.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the structural stability, catalytic activity and electronic conductivity of pure and doped αMnO₂. We summarize the main conclusions in several points.

1. We introduce a simple method to tune the valence of surface metal ions to nominal values by adding/subtracting electrons through addition/removal of hydroxyls and hydrogen atoms. This method is generally applicable, regardless of the surface and can be used whenever the surface oxidation state of an ion is different from its nominal value at given conditions.
2. We find lower reaction overpotentials on a more closely-packed (110) than the (100) surface.
3. We distinguish between three different active sites, cus, bridge and bulk, and find that dopants prefer the surface sites over the bulk site.
4. We consider several reaction mechanisms taking place at single and double sites and find that the former has much lower chemical barriers and reaction overpotentials.
5. From a subset of stable dopants, we identify Pd doped αMnO₂ as the best oxygen evolving electrocatalyst. We ascribe the promoting effect of Pd to its ability to assist Mn oxidation.
6. Dopants that promote bulk electronic conductivity do not incorporate into αMnO₂. An alternative solution to promote conduction is to intercalate mono- or divalent cations.
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